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Abstract
Standard speaker recognition system employs a pre-processed form of an acoustic signal, which

provides information about the distribution of signal energy across time and frequency. However,
different signal representations may be employed, either as genuine alternatives to the acoustic
representation, or as additional sources of information. Voice articulator encourages a viability and a
potential of the speech signal representation especially in a Thai speaker recognition system. Applying
the biometrical voice articulator additionally with a Backpropagation multilayered perceptron attains a

high recognition accuracy. LPC and MFCC with several coefficient orders have been performed

comparatively. The highest percentage of recognition accuracy with an efficient computational t ime is

97 .24% belonging to the Bilabial articulator from the l6'n coefficient order of MFCC.
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1. Introduction
Speaker recognition in a recognition area of

speech processing, is one of be biometric
identif ication systems using voiceprint as a key.
This process automatically recognizes a speaker
who is speaking by using speaker-specific
information included in speech waves [10, 12].
This knowledge can be of benefit especially in
the business area. Over the last few years, the
concept of e-commerce has captured the
attention of every major organization around the
world. The ability to enable persons to complete
transactions unattended while enabling

organizations to process more transactions at

lower cost, holds obvious appeal. While the

adoption of e-commerce has been fueled by the

rapid growth of the internet, data and security
are also important issues of concern
simultaneously in this information era, especially
in the business world. Most business
applications require people to identifl'

themselves before completing a secure
transaction which often uses a digital signature
as a secure key. Since digital signature performs

as a principle key to access valuable data,
unauthorized persons try to imitate this kind of
significant key. And although this traditional
security key has revolutionized authentication
techniques, it is sti l l  not quite safe in the current
world.

With the addition of biometrics technology

[6,1 1] using voice, retina, face or f ingerprints,
which are unique personal characteristics,
security fears can be overcome. Immigration and
Naturalization Service's Passenger Accelerated
Service System (INSPASS), Canadian
Passenger Accelerated Service System
(CANPASS) and Port Passenger Accelerated
Service System (PORTPASS) are current
applications used in the United States of
America which implernent biometrics as
identif i cation characteristics.

Articulator capabil ity, a significant
addition to voice recognition has not been
researched in Thai language but can also
increase the identification performance by
simply using personal voice and allows speaker
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recognition to be widely used in the real

world for security purpose.
Due to a realization of the principles of

voice characteristics in the speaker identif ication
system, the fundamental purpose of this paper is
to research on which voice articulator is the best

suitable organism for speaker recognition in Thai
language.

2. Fundamental of voice articulator
Voiced speech is generated from air f low in

the expiration phase leading from the lungs

through the trachea, outward to the larynx, the
pharynx and the mouth as shown in Figure l.

Oral ca\! ty

I  ongue

Figure l. Speech Producing organs

Linguistic infonnation is interpreted fiom

vibrations ofthe larynx. The tensed vocal cords

with in the larynx are caused to vibrate by the

air f low passing from the lungs, generated pulses

go to the pharynx cavity, the mouth cavity and

the nasal cavity depending on the position ofthe
various arliculators. Changing the larynx's way

of  v ibrat ion enta i ls  a change of  vo ice qLral i ty .

Individual speakers differ f iorn each other in the

formation of larynx mechanism whose vibration

activity plays a major role in enabling l isteners

to identift individual voices. However varlous

moods and emotions, affection or pleasure for

example, can establish a different force in the

larynx and hence to generate a different pulse

wave with different voice quality. Air f lowing
durirrg breathing out from the lungs is used in

generat ing speech sound.
Sound generated from a vibration of the

larynx is obstructed by some arliculators as
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expfained in Table 1,2 and 3. Then, sound wil l
be transformed into consonant and vowel form
which we normally hear.

Table 1. Phonetic transcription of
Thai consonant and vowels

Table 2. Thai consonant Table 3.Thaivowels

_l

Voice
Characteristic

A r t iculator
Bi lab ia l Denta l Pa la ta l

P los  iv  c lpt
lphl
tbt

l l /

lrhl
tdt

/c/

/cn/
/w
tkht

Nasal knl lnl INPJ

Lateral I t
Roll

Fricative /ft lsl
Semi vowel / t l

Close vowel
Sem r  -c lose-

open vowc l
Open vowel

Front  Middle Back
l i l  l i  l  l  p l  l  pu I  lu l  lu. l

le l  le . l  l /  I  l ) t  . l  lo l  io . l

l e l  l e l  l t l  l t . l

lal la:l

Phonet ic Tha i  consonant

lpl il

/ l t n n

lcl n

tw fl

/  pn/ 1,t Jl t.l

Ithl i l r f l . r 1 0 9

i  ch / Y t x  i l

/kh/ 1 f l c r

/o l U

ld t f i 0

/m/ l.] l1lj

/ l t u ix 1.111

/ngr : lil

ill A W i l A

lrl 5 1.15

tft '.1 il

l s l d f l U r y

1 11'l

l t l u ill l.ru lliu

Phonr t i c Tha i  vowc l

tit 0

t i J 0

t p u t 0

t p u  t 0

lu l 0

lv.l a
l e l t 0 3

l e . l t0

/ y  t r0 0v

l Y  : / too

lo l I ov

lo. l Io

t € t t [0 t

t € . 1 l t 0

t / t0 t&

t11 0 0

l^/

la.l 0 t



Articulators are the points of major
closure in the vocal tract during its articulation.
They can be categorized into three main
placements, Bilabial, Dental and Palatal :-
First, the Bilabial articulator, is a constriction
between the lips and the lips closed against the
upper teeth. Second, the Dental articulator, is
formed between the tongue and the upper teeth.
And third, the Palatal articulator, Palatal
constriction is made between the tongue and the
hard palate.

3. Thai Speaker Recognition
The proposed Thai speaker recognition

system uses a text-dependent speaker
recognition to simplifl, a complex speaker
recognition system which can improve the
accuracy of the speaker recognition task by
studying the input data system.This systern
consists of three main phrases as shown in
Figure 2 :-

1. Speech pre-processing phase,
2. Feature extraction phase, and
3. Recognition phase which consists of

a training module and a testing
module.
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Figure 3. Speech pre-processing diagram

3.1.1 End-pointdetection
End-point detection is a detecting process

of each spoken utterance period by determining
where that particular utterance starts and ends
and also decreasing additive presence of noise.
Figure 4.a and Figure 4.b are examples of the
utterance /ch/ before and after passing through
the end-point detection process.

Figure 4.a /chi before processing
the end-point detection phase

Figure 4.b lchl after processing
the end-point detection phase

l nDur  
End+o in  

LF {ccuraq
' 

Pre- 
uflecnon 

Feature

-  ,  P tOCeSSIng Nomal t l t r i l rn  L \ t Iac l lOn
specn fe r len ld tc

Figure 2. Speaker recognition data flow

3.1 Speech pre-processing Phase
Pre-processing step is the first phase of a

speaker recognition task to prepare an incorning

speech waveform into a suitable format before
extracting useful information in the following
feature extraction phase.

Pre-processing phase consists of 3 main
modules as shown in Figure 3 :- a 20-dB end-
point detection, a 25-rnil l iseconds linear time
alignment normalization and a 256-byte frame
windowing with 128-byte overlapping have
been performed.
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3.1.2 Normalization
After the incoming speech waveform passes

through the end-point detection process, lengths
of each utterance are not the same. This
variation arises from difference in the recording
and speakers themselves [5,10,14]' Speaker
variability is a major source of performance
degradation in speaker recognition.
Normalization is used to adjust the length of
each utterance to be the same size by modif,ing
the spectral representation of incoming speech
waveform to reduce variability between
speakers. Figure 5.a and Figure 5.b are the

utterance /ch/ before and after applying the

normalization technique as an example'

Figure 5.a /ch/ before processing
the normalization Phase

( length :  2 l  .5  ms.)

Figure 5.b lcl ' t l  after processing
the normalization Phase

( length :  25.0 ms.)

3.1.3 Windowing
Windowing is a process to divide a voice

signal into small pieces of frames to make a

nonstationary voice signal, whose attributes are

variant from time to time, stable within a short

period of t ime. Then applying frarne overlapping

additional with the Hamming function
/  2z \  where N is  the number

tr (n\ = 0.54 - 0.40."' l  | _ r J

o f  da ta  i n  each  f rame  and  n :0 ,  l ,  . . .  ,  N -1 ,  t o
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ensure that no data at the frame border is lost
during frame cutting.

To find out the best alphabets for Thai
speaker recognition task, the 8'n coefficient order
of LPC and MFCC of the three observers are
used to train a neural network. Their
recognition accuracy are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Percentage ofrecognition accuracy
based on each articulator

Using percentage of recognition

accuracy of the Bilabial articulator, alphabet /p/'

lphl, lbl and lf l give 86.480/o,86.210 ,85'63%
and 96.65%o respectively which are greater than

84.57% from alphabet /rn/ and l9.49Yo from

alphabet /w/. Therefore, lpl, lphl, lbl and lfl

have been chosen to be lhe best representatives

of the Bilabial articulator in a continuous

experiment. Applying the same criteria on the

Dental and Palatal articulator to choose their

representatives, Table 5 is generated.

Table 5. Selected alphabets for our test

Ar t icu la to r A lohab€t Tra i  ner  I T ra ine12 Trai ne13
Avg. per

B i labial

(irihjrnt

lpl 9 l t 4 % 91 .3lo/o 10 990/0 8618%

/phl 80.19% 8 8 . 8 8 % 88.96% 86.21%

/bt 't 
3.340/0 93 960 89 sgv" 85.63%

lrnl 93.1 3"/. 69.320/0 90 66v" 84.57%

tfl 94 47vo 96.290/0 99 t80/" 96.65Vo

82.61./" 63.12% 9) 08v. 79.49%

Dental

(flu)

Itl 95 99vo 18.49% 8 l 5 lYo 5 33%

lrhl 99 09v" 88.91% 8'�1.490h g t  8 5 %

tdt 96 520/0 7 100/o 97 ' /6% 81 .12Vo

lnl 95.88% 84 l 3 % 66 02% 82 01%

ilt 92 080/" 82 67Vo 10.04% 8r .60%

/ f l 98.59% 66.86vo 93 9lvo 86 450/0

ts t 91 55./" 63 12% 94.03% 85.  |  0%

Palatal

(  ns r !oau

lcl 94.23% 48.99% 12 060/0 7 | .76%

lchl 8 6  4 l % 92.47% 51.26.h 16 1 t./"

tw 94.56% 80 570/0 93 74% 89.63%

/kht 68 25ouo 11 98vo t6.52% 52.92%

r r q r l L r i r ) lns.l 92 08% 10 010/0 4 L30% 61 .800/0

t l 65 )3fo 6 t  0 8 % 82.61% 10.33%

Articulator l "
AlDhabet

2no
Alphabet

. r 0
J

AlDhabel

B i  lab ia l t p / lpht tft
Dental /rl td/ /r/
Palatal lchl tit
Palatal-Dental-Bilabial

(mlx  )
/kl Ithl tbt
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Four meaningful Thai sentences are defined
to cover all categories specified in Table 5
including with their phonetics representation as
shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Phonetics ofeach utterance based on
a voice articulator in a text dependent

recognition system

The most significant factor that affects a
speaker recognition's performance is a
variabil ity in voice characteristics. This
variation arises from the speaker him/herself,
from differences in recording, media
transmission and noises. Therefore, this paper
proposes to have 25 repetit ions of l9 persons by

dividing 75 percentage of data to be a training

set and the last 25 percentage of data as a testing
set. Total number of samples used in this
experiment is 5,700 which comes from 19
(persons) * 4(sentences) * 3(words) * 25
(repetit ions).

3.2 Feature extraction Phase
Feature extractiotr is a process to obtain an

amount of necessary data to process in the
recognition stage. Thereby, Linear Prediction
Coefficient (LPC) and Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficient (MFCC) which are the prominent

features from spectral envelope will be used as

the main features 12,4,1 0,1 3,1 4,1 6,1 9,211.
LPC is a parametric analysis model which

assumes that parameters are representlng a

vibration of wave within the vocal tract and a

speech at t ime n can be approximated as a l inear

combination of the past p speech samples.
Whereas MFCC is a nonparametric model that

describes speech as a representative of spectrum
envelope in form ofthe formant frequencies and
pitch harmonics [4].

Figure 6 shows over all tested features'

Speech passed from the pre-processing phase

will continue to Drocess in the feature extraction
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phase. Two copies of them have been uti l ized,
the first copy is extracted through LPC model
whereas the second one is extracted via MFCC
model. Either in LPC or MFCC model, four
extracted-feature fi les are s.enerated for the 8th .
l2 ' r ' ,  l6 'h  and 20 ' r '  coef f ic ient  order ,
respectively.

Inpul Stsch
?

llre-Processr ng

Pre-Processed Speech

z
$tr

i "

i MFCC ;

'-flt-*
j  r : ' t i  r e * l ; : o d l

* l * i * l
H i  g l E l*i*l*1U

V V Y V V V T Y
R c t r ' : ' t r t r  r r

, 

Acclrracy Per{cntage

Figure 6. Feature extraction diagram

Some LPC and MFCC features have been
generated in Table 7 for an example.

Table 7. LPC and MFCC features of utterance
/ch/ based on each coefficient order

Voice
Articulator

Thai
Sentences

Phonetics

Bi labia l lunti lali l '1 lpy' ,  dl ,  [phle 4] and ffar7]

Dental o1]n111:0 t I t ' .  n ) . [ da :  w ]  and  [ r puaq )

Palatal rro n1rn1v ry lce 
': kl .fcho ': kl and l iai)

Palatal-
Dental-
Bilabial

n rrvr oflu fka : ] . l thy  : l  and  lao : l

I"cliture tl'^coc fl:
ofder

I ?'n coell
rlrder

1 6"' coefi
0rder

20tn coeff-

or09r

I,PC

MI:CC :  , l ' ,0 , , \ , ,
: r  I  i , r '  

' l

,' irl'dli*,ilnl!,ntluft
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3.3 Recognition phase
Recognition phase is a process to identify a

speaker by using extracted features from the
feature extraction procedure. A neural network
based on backpropagation learning algorithm is
a computationally efficient method and is one of
the best supervised learning rule artificial neura-
network models which has a potential to adapt
itself by using a powerful Log-Sigmoid
activation function with a gradient descent
weight technique and propagating error
backward to suit for an unknown pattern
recognition as described in Figure 

'/ 
12,13,181.

Lo$rar Lryrr

rA'i
w

fllglr€f uy€r

1.----a-tn

p t

0

P. ,

Ptt

Figure 7. Backpropagation neural network

Therefore, this proposed speaker recognition

system uses backpropagation network as a

speaker recognition engine via SNNS (Stuttgart

Neural Network Simulator) which is divided

into two modules, a training module and a

testing module, as depicted in Figure 8, and its

architecture is also shown in Table 8.

3.3.1 Training Module
The training module is used part for training

a neural network by presenting extracted

features as its inputs with a corresponding target

output. Since a network is learnt for a particular

coefficient order of each utterance, either LPC

or MFCC features, thus a training set has its

input composed of seventy five percent of

recorded data or eighteen bftwenty-five patterns

of each utterance from all speakers and will be
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learnt unti l a threshold, for example MSE
0.001,  is  met .

I lof,ut SFech

tt

Prc-P.ffiflng

Prc.Prffired Spcsh
t

Fdlu{e f:{r$flxnl

Pitm $g b6scd m dch wtficiet ud$

9,

;il.j

?

HI, 9 9
! I  J  J

Figure 8. Proposed recognition diagram

Table 8. Number of neurons in each Iayer
of different networks

3.3.2 Testing module
When the training module is stopped'the

system recognition accuracy is tested by using

the remaining twenty five percentage or seven of

twenty-five patterns based on each utterance.
Not only a MLP with backpropagation is

applied in this recognition phase, but maximum

likelihood is also performed. Maximum
l ike l ihood cr i ter ia  is  one of  the most  famous and

5 l

Acc0rosy PdH(agi

LPC/MFCC
Coefficient

Input
Node

Hidden
Node

Output
Node

8 t28 )U 9
t2 192 60 9
t 6 256

'70 o

20 320 80 9



simple decision rules used in this field. This
rule is applied as a criteria in a testing process to
recognize a speaker by choosing the highest
recognition accuracy among its neighbors. A
speaker whose output node returns a maximum
probabil ity has potential to be the identif ied
speaker. Additionally, the best voice articulator
which is properly used in a speaker recognition
should be the one which gives the highest
average percentage of recognition accuracy.

4. Experimental Results
Applying all processes stated in the previous

section, speech signal has been pre-processed
and has extracted features in order to gain some
useful characteristics for a backpropagation
network to identify a speaker. An average
percentage of recognition accuracy has been
summarized in Figure 9 and Figure l0 by
showing the relationship between coefficient
order in x-axis and percentage of accuracy in y-
axis and Table 9 by showing a relationship
between voice articulator in columns and
percentage of accuracy in rows. The highest
obtained recognition accuracy, from the
proposed speaker recognition system, is91 .24Yo.

r00u}/"

W/.

nwo

SJ {Ift

til {l(Ir;

75 ffIro

70und

65 m./.

$fff/4

+Ll{,c

-r-Ll{_ch

+i.lf_,i

* l . P C  I

* i _ l l t ' d

+ Ll(',r

+ L I { . p

* l"tlc' f

+U{J

-FLKt._th

+l, t ,L- b

Figure 9.  The 8" ' ,  l2 ' ' ' ,  16" 'and 20 ' ' '  coef f ic ient
order of LPC for all utterances
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Figure 10. The 8'r ', l2'h, l6'h and 20'h
coefficient order of MFCC

for all utterances
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8 t 2 1 6 2 C

Cotfficienl Order

Table 9. Recognition accuracy on the 8"'
l2'r ' , 16tr' and 20'r' coefficient order of
LPC and MFCC of each arliculator

Additionally, these experimental results
demonstrate that :-

A rticu lator B i l ab i a l Dental Pa lata l M i x

Alphabet

lpl

/pn/

tft

ttt

tdt

lrl

/c/

lch/

t.tl

tk/

tlfnl

i o l

L P C

8 82.960h 82 89% 6 E  9 t ' " 7 6  I 9 u o

9 l )3vo 87 22.% 82.1 19h 82 969t

93 730i 91 t7./ , , 8 3  7 l % 85 16%

20 95.99% 9 0  4 8 % 85 2 t, ' i 86 72%

AvS Accurac)
on t-l 'C 90 980; 81 94% 82 830,; 8 0  r 4 % 85 470/0

MFCC

E sl 730a 86 229; 89 47qi 9 l  2 3 o / o

l 2 95 990h 92 48'/" 93 23% 9 l  7 l %

t o 97 21'i 91 7 1"h (h 490i 94 49%

20 95 1 40lo 96 49% 9'�7 490k 95 24'/"

Avg. Accuracy
on MFCC 95 68vo 92 18v. 9l.67yo 94 t lyo 94.00%
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l. Different voice articulators give different
performances in the proposed speaker
recognition system by contributing94Vo and
85.47% averagely for MFCC and LPC
model respectively.

2. Among three categories of voice
articulators, the Bilabial articulator gives
the best recognition accuracy average for
either MFCC model, 95.68% or LPC model,
90.98%.

3. The higher coefficient order increases either
on LPC or MFCC, a higher percentage of
accuracy is generated correspondingly.

4. MFCC is the more powerful extracted
feature from speech envelope comparing
with another extracted feature, LPC.

5. Even though the highest percentage of'
recognition accuracy is obtained from the
20'n coefficient order of MFCC produced
from three articulators, 91 .49%, its
computational t ime is unacceptable. It takes
around twice as much training time as the
l6tr' MFCC of utterances only generated
from the Bilabial articulator which returns
91 .24% accuracy. This is not a significant
difference. Therefore, the 16"' MFCC is
more suitable in the practical
implementation and is the best utterance to
identifo speakers in the proposed speaker
recognition system.

5. Conclusion
Speaker recognition is correlated with the

physiological and behavioral characteristics of
the speech production system of each speaker.
These characteristics exist both in the spectral
envelope, vocal tract characteristics, and in the
articulator characteristics of speech.

This paper proposes some new knowledge
on voice articulator consequently increasing
recognition accuracy in a Thai speaker
recognition system by implementing the 19-
speakers of 3-articulator-speech experiments
from a pre-processing, a feature extraction and a
recognition phase. Applying end-point
detection, normalization and windowing in the
pre-processing phase prepares better speech
frame by eliminating unuseful data from an
entire utterance. Then, the 8tl ' , 12tr', l6'r 'and 20tr'
coefficient order of LPC and MFCC which are
the most prominent features have been extracted
in the feature extraction phase. Finally, a neural
network with backpropagation learning
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algorithm is generated for training and testing a
target speaker by using the maximum likelihood
criteria of recogn ition accuracy.

The result of this experiment is evident for
enlarging more knowledge in the speaker
recognition researched area by using voice
articulator. The useful knowledge unveiled in
this paper are stated as follows:-

l. Voice articulator plays a principle role in the
speaker recognition system.

2. Bilabial is the best articulator of Thai
speaker recognition system which provides
the highest percentage of recognition
accuracy.

3. Comparing between LPC and MFCC model
with four coefficient orders applied, the 16'n
coefficient order of MFCC is the best
extracted feature with an efficient
computational t ime.
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